hLife Cycle Evaluation concept was developed to provide a systematic approach to implementation and use issues for Army training programs. Two areas are focused on. First, a systematic approach to implementation is required so that the new program is integrated aggressively into the user's organization. Second, s8 after implementation a careful evaluation must be conducted on how tihe program has changed (during implementation) and its actual.(in the field), as opposed to *.* potential(during R&D), effectiveness. In this paper the Life Cycle approach is illustrated by examples taken from the evaluation of the Army's MILES-TES program., Obtaining a 100%. return from a training program involves more than attention to research and development or to procuring the best "off-theshelf" program available. Attention must be given to two areas. First, a systematic approach to implementation is required so that the new program is integrated aggressively into the user's organization. 
Second
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All direct fire Infantry and Armor weapons are equipped with laser transmitters and all targets, both men and weapon systems, are equipped with laser detectors (see Figure 1) . The system is "smart' in two ways. First, it can detect a hit or near miss and provide differential feedback to the target. Second, it can determine which weapon syste-m is firing at it. Thus, a tank will ignore firings from an M16 rifle. tactical outcomes while training emphasizes tactical processes. In combat, the main concern is to inflict maximum damage upon the enemy and to seize the objective at minimum damage to oneself. In training, the goal is to improve those tactical skills on which the team is weakest. Users who substitute the goals of combat for the goals of training tend to have a checklist approach to training.
The mission is either accomplished or not accomplished. In either case, little analysis of tactical weaknesses occurs and the unit is quickly shuffled on to the next mission.
I have given you the highlights, a sort of "WORST OF" the obstacles to effective use of MILES-TES. These are issues which have emerged from our monitoring of the implementation process and which we intend to examine closely as we become more involved with actual use of the V system. However, the important point is not that MILES-TES has certain * obstacles to its effective use, but that all training developments face some real-world obstacles to their effective use.
* Life-Cycle Evaluation of Use Issues
We know that the program as used is seldom identical to the program * A Life-Cycle Approach4 12 that was developed, and we know :,at MILES-TES already appears to have run into certain obstacles to its effective use. In Life Cycle *Evaluation, these concerns are organized into the categories of fidelity, sufficiency, and effectiveness. Each category of use issues is related to a category of R&D issu.es (see Figure 2 ) as %.ell as being interrelated with the other use issues. 
* Sufficiency
The sufficiency evaluation is funiction oriented. That is, it compares a user's practice against a meta-mdel of "how-t o-t rain" or a invented by the developer. If this were the case, we would probably not * want to waste time and effort on getting the users to do it "our" way.
.:
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Ef fectiveness
The effectiveness evaluation proposed by the Life Cycle approach is a unit oriented" comnparison of the current state of training with the pre-fielding state (see Figure 2) . It is not an experiment. At least not a classic experiment. The purpose is not to assess the "maximum" or "design" ef fectiveness of the system. Presumably this sort of4 effectiveness wa~s assessed in the R&D stage. Rather, its purpose is to assess the actual effectiveness of the innovation as it is used by real units with all the constraints and problems real units have. 
TES.
We expect that this part of the effort will be just as successful but that it will affect primarily longer-term policy and R&D issues. 
